Storey Kenworthy has you covered when it comes to wellness in the work environment.

WELLNESS, HEALTH, & SAFETY

We Make a Difference

www.storeykenworthy.com  |  800-622-4536
Disclaimers & Information

Prices & Availability
Item availability is subject to change and may not be available to all locations outside of the state of Iowa. We will make our best efforts to inform you as soon as possible if the goods you have ordered are not available or if the shipment may be delayed. During cold & flu season or under any declared health emergency, quantity restrictions may be implemented to ensure product availability for as many of our clients as possible. Spray bottles & nozzles are in extreme high demand and short supply. Please retain your bottles/nozzles for re-use with SAME product only. Utilize our gallon refill options for replenishment of product. Additionally, preference may be given to essential industries such as healthcare, food manufacturing, government, financial institutions, or transportation and logistics – among others. All prices are subject to change without notification. Due to restricted availability some brands and items may vary.

Large Quantity
Some items are only available in limited quantities - please contact your sales representative if you have a large order or any questions.

Returns
During times of high demand, such as a global pandemic, or cold and flu season (September - April) Some items may not be returnable. Outside of these peak events, standard return policy of 30 days with the product in original packaging and in unused, resaleable condition applies.

Residential Delivery & New Customers
Residential delivery is available with minimum order $50 and delivery fee of 10% of total order (minimum$10.00) Please contact us for full details. All items are subject to availability. 800-622-4536 New customers please click [HERE] to fill out new client information.

Masks:
These masks are not medical grade, are not N95, and have not been approved or endorsed by the CDC. Manufacturer makes no representations, express or implied, as to the efficacy of these masks against preventing the spread of any contagions. If you have any questions about how or under what circumstances to wear these masks, please contact your medical provider. Note: Wearing a non-medical face mask doesn’t exempt you from physical and social distancing. You still need to behave as though you’re not wearing a mask. Also be aware that a non-medical mask does not guarantee protection from any airborne virus such as the flu, common cold, or human coronavirus, which is why other precautions are so important. Pricing and availability subject to change.

Special Order Items
When an item is considered Special Order it will be clearly depicted on the product page, and will have an extended lead time for delivery from your order date. Please contact your sales representative for information about these products. These items are non-returnable.

Safety Data Sheets
SDS forms available online and by request for all chemical products. Do not mix any chemicals or reuse bottles or trigger sprays for any product other than its original contents as this may result in serious injury, burns, poisonous gas release or possible explosion.
Face Covering
This budget-friendly, single-ply face covering is breathable, comfortable and designed to cover the wearer's nose and mouth. Earhole slots offer a customized fit. Not to be used as a substitute for surgical face masks or N-95 respirators. Single-ply 5.5-ounce, 50/50 cotton/poly Two 2-inch earhole slots on each side. 1-2 uses
SMMASK $45.00 PACK OF 30

Disposable Masks
Color: White • Protection Class: KN95
Filtering Rate: ≥95%. Meltblown PU provides superior filtration & Antibacterial inner filter provides clean air. Hypoallergenic soft surface layers, Malleable nose wire keeps mask secure, Low breathing resistance, Moisture resistance, Disposable, Fiberglass free and Latex Free, Complies with CE, FDA.
GTIGPM02KN95 $90.89 PACK OF 25

Face Covering
Double-layered lightweight polyester, breathable face mask. Designed for everyday use, not medical grade. Features elastic loops to hold in place. Solid white. Made in USA. Reusable and machine washable. Fabric: 5.5 oz. 95% spun polyester jersey 5% spandex
FPSFM100MASK $137.50 PACK OF 25

Disposable Masks
This disposable face mask is made of non-woven fiber fabric with 3 layers, soft and breathable, provides an effective protection. High filtration capacity can keep your face mouth covered & protected from germs, chemicals, dust, bacteria, smoke & pollen. CE, FDA.
GTIGPM08 $39.97 PACK OF 50
*Exact model may vary

Face Covering
These masks are superior to non-surgical masks currently available in the market because they consist of machine-washable, 2-ply, USA made, Antimicrobial Fabric, with zinc. 99% efficacy rating through 25 washes
FFIMASK $183.25 PACK OF 25

Disposable Masks
Medline Fluid-resistant Face Mask/Shield
Medline Fluid-resistant Face Mask Earloop Style Mask, Fog Resistant, Latex-free - Cellulose - Purple - 25 / Box Protects against fluids at ASTM F1862 160 mmHg or 120 mmHg levels. Eyesheild provides protection over eyes or glasses. Nonglare, wraparound design assures maximum eye and facial protection. Anti-fog strip prevents eyeglasses from fogging.
MIINON27410EL $28.74/BOX OF 25

PPE & Individual Health
Protecting You and Your Environment.
ProGuard 808 Classic Series Safety Goggles
ProGuard 808 Classic Series Safety Goggles
PGD7321 $28.08 PACK OF 12

Infrared Thermometer
Globalseagull Infrared Thermometer - FDA Regulatory Class I FDA & CE Certified (FDA Regulation Class I) Infrared Forehead Thermometer. A safer way to test the temperature without touching the patient. Medical Grade infrared sensor for accurate reading. One second reading. Batteries not included (AAA x2)
SJTHM01 $69.00 EA

Nitrile General Purpose Gloves
Nitrile Gloves, Blue PF
HOSGLN103FS SMALL 3MIL $5.99 BOX OF 100
HOSGLN103FM MEDIUM 3MIL $5.99 BOX OF 100
HOSGLN103FL LARGE 3 MIL $5.99 BOX OF 100
HOSGLN103FX XLARGE 3MIL $5.99 BOX OF 100

Vinyl Gloves
Vinyl Gloves, PF
HOSGLV103FS SMALL 3MIL $3.99 BOX OF 100
HOSGLV103FM MEDIUM 3MIL $3.99 BOX OF 100
HOSGLV103FL LARGE 3 MIL $3.99 BOX OF 100
HOSGLV103FX XLARGE 3MIL $3.99 BOX OF 100

PURELL® Instant Hand Sanitizer
PURELL® Instant Hand Sanitizer
12 fl oz (354.9 mL) or 67.6 fl oz (2 L) Pump Bottle Dispenser Kills 99.99% of the most common germs that may cause illness in 15 seconds. Leaves hands feeling soft and refreshed; no water or towels needed. Alcohol-based hand sanitizer contains moisturizers. Pump
GOJ365912EA $6.05 EA 12 fl oz
GOJ962504 $24.13 EA 67.6 fl oz

Hand Sanitizers
Made in the USA, Orange Scent, FDA Manufacturer Approved, 80% ethanol alcohol, fast drying, no-rinse formula, free of harsh preservatives, dyes, parabens & phthalates
MILCF16HANDSAN 160Z BOTTLE $7.89 EA
MILCH1GALSANI GALLON $39.23 EA
**Hand Soap**
A rich and creamy, easy rinsing, light kiwi scent foaming hand and body soap.

*CPLES49N4 $14.05 GL*

**Lubriderm Daily Moisture Skin Lotion**
Lubriderm Daily Moisture Skin Lotion. 6FL oz non-fragrance, flip top dispenser, for hand and body, non-greasy. Recommended if using high-alcohol based hand sanitizers without aloe or other skin-moisturizing agents

*JOJ48826 $6.00EA*

**Livi Facial Tissues**
2ply, White, Luxurious design helps make a great impression for guests and employees. Environmentally friendly, soft surface prevents irritation.

*SOL11516 $.93/BOX*

**Genuine Joe Skin Cleanser**
Luxurious hand washing. Gentle on your hands - made with the mildest detergents, emollients and skin conditioners. Nearly neutral pH level (between 6.5 and 7.5) Professional-strength

*GJO02105 $17.25 GL*

**Kleenex Facial Tissues**
2ply, White, Premium quality and softness. Provides the comfort of home away from home. 96 sheets/BOX

*KCC21271 $10.95/6 pack*

**Kimberly-Clark Facial Tissues**
2ply, White, Comforts of home away from home in a convenient size, premium feel and performance, superior softness, strong and absorbent 100 sheets/BOX

*KCC21400 $2.75/box*
Disinfectant
Miracle Disinfectant RTU Quart w/Trigger. 2 Minute Kill Claim on Human Coronavirus, SARS Associated Coronavirus, Zepto Metrisx, Avian Influenza Strains, Phosphate Free, Disinfects, Deodorizes, Effective Bactericide, Virucide, Fungicide, Hospital Grade.
CPL4015NRUT $6.49/QT

Disinfectant
2 minute kill claim on Human Coronavirus & others. Hospital grade, cleans, disinfects, & deodorizes all in one step. Non-alcohol virucide, bactericide, and fungicide spray cleaner with trigger. READY-TO-USE
CPL31904012RTU $6.49/QT

Concentrated Heavy Duty Cleaner
With a high-grade and readily biodegradable surfactant and the power of hydrogen peroxide, this cleaning compound is only limited by the choice of dilution and your imagination. It is fully effective on a wide range of surfaces.
CPLES72N4 $17.98/GL

Concentrated Disinfectant
5 Minute Disinfectant, 5 minute kill claim on Human Coronavirus and others. Hospital grade and neutral pH so won't dull finishes or floors.
CPLES364HNUS4 $26.27/GL

DANGER
Do Not Mix Chemicals
Personal Injury or Property Damage May Occur
Clean, Sanitize, & Disinfect

Hand Sanitizing Dispenser
Purell dispenser and refill package 40.5 fluid oz. Dispenses controlled portions, approximately 1500 dispenses. refills available.
GOJ272012 $36.26 EA DISPENSER
GOJ539202 $85.59/CTN 2 (1200ML) REFILLS/CTN

Heavy Duty Cleaner & Disinfectant Kit
2 minute kill claim on Human Coronavirus and others. Hospital grade, cleans, disinfects, & deodorizes all in one step. Non-alcohol virucide, bactericide, & fungicide cleaner. READY-TO-USE. Cleaner & Disinfectant Kit Includes 1ea of: CPLES74N6 Heavy Duty Spray RTU Quart & 2ea of CPL31904012RTU Nemesis RTU Quart (1 trigger included)
CPLKITRTU $16.54/KT

Heavy Duty Cleaner
Spray and wipe multi-purpose cleaner.
Removes oil, food stains, fingerprints, etc.
Leaves No residue. 32oz bottle with trigger
CPLES74N6 $4.43

Hand Sanitizing Stand
Freestanding design provides flexibility to add sanitizing stations anywhere. Metal base for added stability. 12"W X 16"D X 54"H Dispenser and product sold separately. Compatible with most dispensing systems.
HONM502900 $130.00

Clorox Clean-Up Cleaner + Bleach Spray
Spray - 0.25 gal (32 fl oz) - Original Scent - Multi All-purpose design cleans, disinfects and deodorizes various surfaces. Smart Tube technology sprays every drop to prevent wasteful use. Easy-to-use trigger sprays into hard-to-reach areas for efficient cleanings. Perfect for cleaning sinks, counters, appliances and more. Ready-to-Use
CLO31221 $8.09 EA

Formula 409 Cleaner Degreaser Disinfectant
Spray - 0.25 gal (32 fl oz) - 1 Each From Clorox Commercial Solutions. Dissolves grease, grime and food stains. EPA-registered disinfectant and sanitizer. Kills 99.9% of germs including Salmonella, Staph, E. coli and athlete's foot fungus on non-food-contact. Labor-saving formula is ready to go straight from the bottle. Ready-to-Use
CLO35306EA $6.71 EA
Cleaning

Clean, Sanitize, & Disinfect

Formula 409 Cleaner Degreaser Disinfectant
Liquid - 128 fl oz - 1 Each - Refill From Clorox Commercial Solutions. Kills 99.9% of germs including Salmonella, Staph, E. coli and athlete's foot fungus on non-food-contact. Dissolves grease, grime and food stains. Ready-to-Use
CLO35300EA $18.50

Bleach, AROCEP, Germicidal Ultra
Arocep Germicidal Ultra-Bleach can be used in commercial/institutional or household settings. Cleans, disinfects, deodorizes, sanitizes, Kills HIV-1 and Mycobacterium Tuberculosis (TB) NSF/ANSI 60
PCKAR110001 $3.99 EA

Pine-Sol All Purpose Cleaner
Liquid - 1.13 gal (144 fl oz) - Lavender Clean Scent - 1 Each - Purple. Cleans, deodorizes and removes 99% of allergens on most surfaces. Safe on your surface - penetrate and remove messes on most hard, nonporous surfaces indoors or outdoors. Concentrated formula can be diluted for most jobs, delivering 72 gallons of effective cleaning product.
CLO97301EA $17.80 EA

Clorox Commercial Disinfecting Wipes
Ready-To-Use Wipe - Fresh Scent - 75 / Canister Green Powerful antibacterial to kill 99.9% of bacteria and viruses and remove common allergens. Breaks down grease, soap scum and grime to tackle any surface. Disinfect and deodorize with fresh smell for a bleach-free, all-in-one cleaning alternative.
CLO15949CT $34.32 CT(6 CANISTERS PER CTN)
CLO15949EA $6.00 EA

PDI Nice Pak Sani-Cloth Plus Germicidal Cloth Wipes
6.75" x 6" - Pre-moistened, Disposable, Disinfectant, Latex-free, Bleach-free - 160 Quantity Per Canister - 160 / Each. Germicidal disposable wipes kill pathogens in 5 minutes or less. Cleans, disinfects, deodorizes hard, nonporous surfaces. Bactericidal, fungicidal and virucidal. Meet CDC and OSHA guidelines to help facilities maintain protocols
NICPSCP077072 $10.30 EA

Lysol I.C. Disinfectant Spray
Aerosol - 0.15 gal (19 fl oz) - 1 Each - Virucidal, tuberculocidal, bacterial and fungicidal disinfectant; kills germs at source. Kills 99.9% of germs on hard, nonporous surfaces in 30 seconds when used as directed. CONTROL FLO valve produces a wider spray, enhancing surface coverage
Size: 19 fluid oz. (0.6 quart)
RAC95029 $13.69 EA
Cleaning

Clean, Sanitize, & Disinfect

Glad ForceFlex Tall Kitchen Drawstring Trash Bags
Glad ForceFlex Tall Kitchen Drawstring Trash Bags. 13gal. 24"W x 25.13" Length x 90 mil thickness. White
CL070427 $18.81

Professional Lysol Fresh Disinfectant Spray
Aerosol - 0.15 gal (19 fl oz) - Fresh Scent - Kills 99.9% of germs on hard, nonporous surfaces when used as directed. Tuberculocidal, fungicidal, virucidal and bactericidal; effective against more than 100 micro-organisms. Eliminates odors and prevents the growth of mold and mildew. 19 fluid oz.
RAC04675EA $9.67 EA
RAC04675CT $125.45 CT (CARTON OF 12)

Impact Products Bloodborne Pathogen Cleanup Kit
1 Each Easily transforms liquid spills into an odorless, semi-solid mass for safe, sanitary disposal. Contains needed items to clean up and dispose of spilled bodily fluids, blood or other substances. Includes absorbent powder, scoop/scaper, pair gloves, biohazard bags/ties, germicidal wipe, cleansing towelettes, disposable towel kit components meet OSHA requirements rule 29 CFR 1910.1030
IMP7351KSPR $9.75 EA

EcoAStrong can Liners with a 70% recycled content.
9 mil Thickness
12-16 GALLON BERMQ2433100K $24.95 250CT
33 GALLON BERMQ3340150K $24.49 100CT
40-45 GALLON BERMQ404814N $36.10 250CT
60 GALLON BERMQ3860125K $32.72 100CT

16X16 SOLID "RED" MICROFIBER CLOTH
Large microfiber cloth for wiping surfaces effectively and thoroughly. Recommend using only for disinfectants to avoid soilage, cross contamination or accidental mixture of chemicals.
NFCLLWRDEA $11.99 DOZEN

Can Liners

Genuine Joe 32-oz. Trigger Spray Bottle
Suitable For Cleaning - Adjustable, Flexible - 2PK Trigger-type atomizer cap and flexible plastic tube. Adjustable spray 2 oz. graduations on side for easy measuring. Lightweight plastic
GJO10449 $9.44 PK OF 2

RAC04675CT $125.45 CT (CARTON OF 12)

IMP7351KSPR $9.75 EA

16X16 SOLID "RED" MICROFIBER CLOTH
Large microfiber cloth for wiping surfaces effectively and thoroughly. Recommend using only for disinfectants to avoid soilage, cross contamination or accidental mixture of chemicals.
NFCLLWRDEA $11.99 DOZEN
**Reliable Kitchen Roll Paper Towel**
Kitchen Roll Paper Towel - 85 sheets
30 rolls / Case - White
RELV00313 $1.75 PER ROLL (30 ROLLS/CASE)

**Livi Solaris Paper Two-ply Kitchen Towel**
2 Ply - 9” x 11” - 85 Sheets/Roll - White
Absorbent, Eco-friendly, Soft, Embossed - For Kitchen - 30 / Carton 2-ply material is highly absorbent.
SOL41504 $32.09/CS (30 ROLLS/CASE)

**Livi Solaris Paper Multifold Paper Towels**
SOL43513 $22.05/CS (16PK /CTN)

**Genuine Joe 2-ply Bath Tissue Rolls**
2 Ply - 4” x 3.50” - 500 Sheets/Roll - White - Perforated, Absorbent, Soft - 96 / Carton Embossed, Securely overall-wrapped for maximum sanitation absorbency and softness. Fits standard-roll, bathroom-tissue dispensers
GJO2550096 $50.35/CS (96 /CASE)

**Livi Solaris Paper Two-ply Bath Tissue**
2 Ply - 4.06” x 3.66” - 500 Sheets/Roll - White - Virgin Fiber - Perforated, Embossed, Eco-friendly, Soft, Individually Wrapped 96 / Carton. RRF material contributes to environmentally friendly building operation. Individual wrapped to maintain sanitary environment
SOL21545 $56.93/CS (96/CASE)

**Livi Leaf VPG Bath Tissue**
2 Ply - 4.49” x 3.98” - 500 Sheets/Roll - White - Virgin Fiber - Embossed, Absorbent - For Office Building, Restroom - 80 / Carton. RRF material contributes to environmentally friendly building operation. Individual wrapped to maintain sanitary environment
SOL21724 $47.74/CS (80/CASE)
**Barrier**

Protect customers and clients by providing a mounted safety barrier to promote physical separation. Clear, pack of 2, pass through window, 27”W x 24”H x 1/8”D, Polycarbonate DEFPBCTPC2724P $97.97EA

Multiple dimensions and mounting options available – contact your sales representative for more information.

**7500CL - Portable Freestanding All-Acrylic Sneeze Guard with Document Pass-Through**

Transparent acrylic panel creates a physical barrier between people while still allowing proper voice and visual interactions. Made from 100% clear acrylic for easy wipe-down 30”W x 28”H x 8”D pass-through opening measures 12”W x 5”H SAF7500CL $120.00

**Floor Graphics**

12” Diameter Removable/Repositionable Textured Non-Skid laminate Graphic for Floor use. Pack of 25 DL12FLOOR $230.00
DL12BIFLOOR $230.00 BILINGUAL

18”x18” Octagon Removable/Repositionable Textured Non-Skid laminate Graphic for Floor use. Pack of 25 DL18OCTFLOOR $460.00
DL18OBICTFLOOR $460.00 BILINGUAL

6x12 Rectangle Removable/Repositionable Textured Non-Skid laminate Graphic for Floor use. Pack of 25 DL6X12FLOOR $125.00
DL6X12BIFLOOR $125.00 BILINGUAL

18” Diameter Removable/Repositionable Textured Non-Skid laminate Graphic for Floor use. Pack of 25 DL18DIAFLOOR $460.00
DL18BIDIAFLOOR $460.00 BILINGUAL

**Floor Graphics**

18” Diameter Removable/Repositionable Textured Non-Skid laminate Graphic for Floor use. Pack of 25 DL18DIAFLOOR $460.00
DL18BIDIAFLOOR $460.00 BILINGUAL
Social Distancing
Apart yet United.

Floor Graphics
6x12 Rectangle Removable/Repositionable
Textured Non-Skid laminate Graphic for Floor use. Pack of 25
DL12x18FLOOR $320.00
DL12x18BIFLOOR $320.00 BILINGUAL

Wall Graphics
2" Circle Wall Graphic –White Gloss
Roll of 100
DL2DIA-HYGN-03 $27.00

Wall Graphics
5x7 or 8x10 Wall Use, Durable White Vinyl
Pack of 10 OR 25
DL5X7-HYGN-0210 $17.00 PACK OF 10
DL5X7-HYGN-0225 $23.00 PACK OF 25
DL8X10-HYGN-0410 $21.00 8X10 PACK OF 10
DL8X10-HYGN-0425 $31.00 8X10 PACK OF 25

Wall Graphics
5x7 or 8x10 Rectangle Wall, Durable White Vinyl
Pack of 10 OR 25
DL5X7-HYGN-0410 $17.00 5X7 PACK OF 10
DL5X7-HYGN-0425 $23.00 5X7 PACK OF 25
DL8X10-HYGN-0410 $21.00 8X10 PACK OF 10
DL8X10-HYGN-0425 $31.00 8X10 PACK OF 25

Floor Graphics
6x12 Rectangle Removable/Repositionable
Textured Non-Skid laminate Graphic for Floor use. Pack of 25
DL12x18FLOOR $320.00
DL12x18BIFLOOR $320.00 BILINGUAL

Floor Graphics
6x12 Rectangle Removable/Repositionable
Textured Non-Skid laminate Graphic for Floor use. Pack of 25
DL12x18FLOOR $320.00
DL12x18BIFLOOR $320.00 BILINGUAL

Floor Graphics
6x12 Rectangle Removable/Repositionable
Textured Non-Skid laminate Graphic for Floor use. Pack of 25
DL12x18FLOOR $320.00
DL12x18BIFLOOR $320.00 BILINGUAL
Antimicrobial Mousepad
8" x 9" x 0.1" Dimension - Blue- Rubber Base, Polyester Surface - Tear Resistant, Wear Resistant, Skid Proof - antimicrobial protection
Durable polyester surface withstands daily wear and tear Non-skid rubber base protects desktop from scratches
Dimensions: 1/8"H x 9"W x 8"D
FEL5933801 $6.21 EA

Smead File Folders
Antimicrobial Product Protection
Letter 8.5" x 11" Sheet Size - 3/4" Expansion - 1/3 Tab Cut - Assorted Position Tab Location - 11 pt. Folder Thickness - Manila - Manila - Recycled - 100 / Box
SMD10338 $29.02

BIC Round Stic Pen
Ballpoint pen that writes 90% longer on average. Perfect and inexpensive for one-time use applications allowing customers to sign and take with them. Black ink, Translucent Barrel.
60 PER CTN BICGSM609BK $6.63/CTN
240 PER CTN BICGSM240BK $27.59/CTN

Fellowes Microban Protection Wrist Support
0.6" x 18.4" x 2.8" Dimension - Sapphire - Polyester, Gel, Lycra Cover - Wear Resistant, Tear Resistant, Skid Proof. Microban antimicrobial protection keeps product cleaner. Supports the wrist for the ultimate in personal comfort. Soft, durable Lycra covering withstands daily wear
FEL9175601 $31.72

BIC Round Stic Pen
Ballpoint pen that writes 90% longer on average. Perfect and inexpensive for one-time use applications allowing customers to sign and take with them. Blue ink, Blue Barrel.
60 PER CTN BICGSM609BE $6.63/CTN

Integra Ball Chain Connection Counter Pen
Rubberized Barrel, Antimicrobial, 12 per box
ITA38646BX $28.06/CTN OF DOZ
Fellowes AeraMax 90 Air Purifier
True HEPA 90 Sq. Ft. - Black
Effectively purifies air in small rooms up to 290 square feet. AeraSmart Sensor monitors the air quality and automatically adjusts the fan speed to keep your air purified. True HEPA filter with AeraSafe antimicrobial treatment safely removes 99.97% of airborne particles as small as 0.3 microns. Extremely effective at capturing influenza virus from indoor air. Carbon filter removes odors.
FEL9286001 $219.81

Fellowes AeraMax 290 Air Purifier
True HEPA 290 Sq. Ft. - Black
Effectively purifies air in small rooms up to 290 square feet. AeraSmart Sensor monitors the air quality and adjusts the fan speed to keep your air purified. True HEPA filter with AeraSafe antimicrobial treatment safely removes 99.97% of airborne particles as small as 0.3 microns. Extremely effective at capturing influenza virus from indoor air.
FEL9286201 $403.41

Honeywell Febreze
HEPA-type Filter Air purifier Tower with HEPA activated Carbon 170 Sq. Ft.
HEPA-Type filtration captures up to 99% of airborne pollutants. Specially formulated carbon pre-filter traps household odors. Scent control dial lets you adjust level of fresh scent added to air. Designed for medium-size to large rooms up to 170 square feet.
HWL190W $155.74

Honeywell AirGenius 5 Air Cleaner/Odor Reducer
250 Sq. ft. Black. Outstanding air-cleaning performance with touch controls that do the thinking for you. Patented quiet-clean filters capture up to 99.9% of particles as small as 0.3 microns. Permanent, washable filter does not need replacing. Easy-to-use tap controls with 5 air-cleaning levels. Extremely quiet operation.
HWLHFD320 $328.55

Holmes Desktop Air Purifier
HEPA-type Filter & Optional Ionizer. 109 Sq. Ft. HEPA-type filter helps remove up to 99% of airborne particles. Helps remove common household odors. 3 speed settings to keep air fresh and pure. Quiet operation.
HLSHAP242NUC1 $67.16

Advantus No Drip Screen Cleaning Kit
Screen Cleaning Kit - For Display Screen - Ammonia-free, Alcohol-free, Reusable, Antimicrobial, Anti-bacterial, Prevents Germs - MicroFiberAerosol Spray Can - 1 Each - Assorted.
REARR15044 $8.02

Honeywell AirGenius 5 Air Cleaner/Odor Reducer
250 Sq. ft. Black. Outstanding air-cleaning performance with touch controls that do the thinking for you. Patented quiet-clean filters capture up to 99.9% of particles as small as 0.3 microns. Permanent, washable filter does not need replacing. Easy-to-use tap controls with 5 air-cleaning levels. Extremely quiet operation.
HWLHFD320 $328.55
Best Practices

Janitorial
Always wear disposable gloves when cleaning
Wash down areas with soap and water before applying disinfectant
Comply with disinfectant instructions on products
Do Not mix bleach with other cleaners
Color Coded Cleaning is recommended
Do not mix chemicals or reuse bottles or trigger sprays for any product other than original contents

Bathrooms
Introduce touchless faucets and flush valves to reduce contact
Motion activated paper towel holders and soap dispensers - See our full line catalog for products
Stainless Steel urinal screens can help promote distancing
Post a cleaning schedule
Install arm or foot style door openers
Place hand sanitizers outside bathroom exit

Breakrooms
Identify frequently touched surfaces like refrigerators, microwaves, coffee and vending machines
Space tables and chairs for social distancing
Install social distancing signage
Place hand sanitizer stations throughout the break room
Install floor signs to direct traffic flow

Lobbies & Common Areas
Arrange furniture to promote social distancing
Designated floor graphics and signage should be prominately placed
Guests and visitors should sign-in and advise of any rules or regulations
Place hand sanitizing stations near entrance and in common areas
Use barriers and dividers for reception area

Outdoor & Grounds
Arrange tables and benches to promote social distancing
Outdoor signage listing social distancing protocols
Place hand sanitizing stations near entrance and in common areas

Warehouse
Provide personal protective equipment
Place hand sanitizer stations and safety signs throughout warehouse
Place social distancing reminders at entrances and exits.
Clean frequently touched areas such as forklifts, pallet jacks, tape dispensers, and other surfaces
Safe at Work Partner

Businesses around the world are adapting to new practices to include reinforcing health and safety measures for their employees and social distancing and configurations for office spaces. Storey Kenworthy has taken a close look at products to make your workplace safer and healthier.

Service

Storey Kenworthy is an integral part of the communities we serve. Since 1936, we have provided quality products, services and experiences to meet our customers needs. Storey Kenworthy remains committed to the safety of our employees, and communities and continues to be a reliable supply chain partner to our valued customers.

www.storeykenworthy.com
800-622-4536